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How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love T .v~, 
B11 Terr11 Moore, Center for Women', Studiu and English Department, The Ohio 
Ool•mbu, Ohio 

I must admit that I wu not really 
npmed when I wu asked to write an article 
about being a feminist and watching television. 
My houehold demographics reveal a pretty clear 
picture of priorities: two people, one cat, one 
car, and five televisions. It would have been a 
bit difficult to pretend that this wu a world 
with which I wu unfamiliar. Compounding that 
difficulty Is the fact that within the lut year, I 
have been rather vociferious .. in my exclamations 
that T.V. Guide and Star Magazine are my 
journals of choice and are the only ones that do 
not languish for decades in foot-high piles 
which, I remain convince«;l, I will get around to 
reading aome day. 

Lut year I made the momentous decision 
that u · 1ong u I wu going to spend 10 much 
time watching T.V., I might u well make it an 
area of study so that I appear to have an excuse 
for this obeession. AJao, I must admit that I 
got tired of hearing the phrase, •1 never watch 
television,• spoken in the haughty, shocked, 
and/or · dismissive tones which are usually 
reeerved · for denials that one would EVER vote 
for Reagan or sleep with armadillos (or 
vice-vena) or name Dan Quayle a fucinating 
thinker. The vehemence of the "I don't watch 
T.V.11 response hu cowed me for years and ao, I 
generally keep my own voracious viewing habits 
to myaeH. No more. And If ihia exposure does 
damage a potential career in academia, at least I 
can take comfort in the fact that when Gary in 
thirty aomething wu refused tenure, he survived. 

. Of coune, I always thought of him u a jerk, 
rather than an inspiration, but that's beside the 
point. Or maybe that is just the point. IC you 
watch television to find inspiration -- especially 
feminist inspiration -- your pleuures will be 
much further than a Hearibeat away. 

, Television, for me, anyway, is about something 
eJee -- a something e11e that encomJ>llll4!8 
pleuure and eecape -- and occueionally alao 
involves fucination with how feminism either 
inscribes it or is inscribed by it. (Notice how I 
managed to work in some jargon to make even 
this look like a aomewhat academic endeavor). 

As far u I am concerned, my own. 
relationship with television began in 1966 with ' 
an event that is forever inscribed in my 
memory. That wu the year in which Mary 
Martin ftew onto the screen -- and into my 

psyche -- u Peter Pan. The fact that this 
event wu rebroadcut for the fmt time in 
eighteen years just two weeb before the deadline 
for this article is, to me, just another example cl 
the stability and longevity of a relationship 
which is clearly not unrequited. / When I first 
watched Peter Pan, besides 'spending days 
leaping off furniture in the mhakeable belief 
that I could fty -- which I eventually did in 
1970 (although with the help of an airplane) --
I alao eearched in vain for fairy duet (to help 
me fly) and announced to my mother, 
immediately after the broadcut had ended, that 
I wu going to marry Peter ' Pan. l still 
remember the feeling of fairy droppinp knotting 
and coagulating in my stomach when my mother 
replied, "You can't. Peter Pan is really Mary 
Martin. Peter Pan is ~a girl.• 

Although It took me years to· realize ii, 
this program altered my life, and thus 
exemplifies television's ability to inscribe, albeit 
in unintended ways. By 1970, flying· wun't the 
only vestige of my Peter Pan experience in that 
my desire to be sprinkled with fairy dust had 
unforeseen consequences, not the leut of which 
wu · the undermining of my mother's 
marketability u a Jeanne Dixon soothsayer. 
And to top it off,' io this day I can't even buy -, 
any other kind of peanut butter. 

Back in the 1950's and early 1960'a, I 
apparently had a hard time buying something 
elee -- the idea that I wu suppoeed to grow 
up to be like the women I AW on T.V. · They 
never seemed to do anything. In · my 
neighborhood, we used to spend a lot of time 
acting out T.V. shows like Hawaiian Eye and 77 · 
Sunset Strip -- action/detective shows -- and 
the abeolute wont thing that could happen wu 
that you had to play "the girl" This meant 
that all you got to do wu stand around, stand 
around being saved, or stand around singing 
(like "Cricket, 11 the chirruping nightclub singer 
and only female regular on Hawaiian Eye), while 
everyone eJse got to RUN around being heroic or 
RUN around being villainous (though in the 
latter case, you eventually had to lay around 
being .dead, but at least you were able to get 
tired first). 

Even in aeries in which there wasn't much 
running around, the women on television at 
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. this time aeemed to embody · little more than 
an updated version of the "Cult of . True 
Womanhood" -- June Cleaver and Margaret 
Anderson were given few worlds to conquer 
except the coemic level of boredom that must 
have enveloped these actresses when they were 
forced to utter, "How was your day, dear?" 
and "Dinner is almoet ready" for the nine 
millionth time. And when they did· stray 
outside the boundaries of the domestic realm, 

· like that frisky Donna · Reed, they paid for their 
"silliness" by. spending the last five minutes of 
the program genuflecting and assuring hubby and 
audience that it wouldn't happen again -- at 
least until next week -- when they would once 
again end up safely contained by the boundaries · 

· of the script, screen, and society. 

~hough many are familiar with these T.V. 
wives because of their re-emergence. on cable 
T.V. networks _..:._ a sign of the times in this 
"poet-feminist" era "".'- the show that seems to 
epitomize this decade for T.V. women has yet to 
be reincarnated. Queen for a Day was on every 
weekday and devoted itseH to praising women's 
fortitude, unselfishness, and nurturing abilities. 
Every single day three to four Joans of Arc 
would sob their stories to the 
soon-to-be-sobbing studio audience: . "My 
husband and I had fourteen children and after 
he worked for twenty-five years in a coal mine, 
we had · fmally saved enough to · make a 
down-payment. on a house. We had juat moved 
in when my mother, who has terminal cancer, 
came to live with us, but as they were dropping 
her off, the nursing home boys ran over my 
husband and killed him. We were kicked out of 
our house, but a neighbor is letting us live in 
their. fall-out shelter and what I'd really like is 
a sofa for our shelter, so we'd have somewhere . 
to sit." After these three or four stories of 
unbelievable grimness and despair, which always 
ended with a request for something like a 
vaccuum cleaner or a washing machine, when it 
seemed like the woman ought to be asking for 
thousands of dollan, medical treatment, a staff 
of helpers; or a new life, the studio audience got 
to vote on who would be "Queen for a Day," 
who · would gei her wish granied. Aa Jack 
Bailey raised his hand over each contestant's 
head, the applause-meter registered audience 
response, and the woman who •wo_n" was 

arrayed in a cape, crowned, and handed roees. I 
imagine this honor was intended to make it · all 
seem worthwhile and show that even this woman 
-- whoee life suppoeedly was a million times 
worse than the lives of the lucky ladies sitting at 
home in the lap of luxury -- was a queen, and 
that seH- sacrifice, matyrdom, and a belief in · 
the healing power of consumer goods, is after all, · 
what being a good woman is all about. 

Although it took thirty years, the 
transmigration of "queen for a day" into 
"domestic goddess" was a moment almoet worth 
waiting for -- even for one who buys television 
sets as if they · came off a factory line at 
Lourdes. Whatever disappointments may emerge 
in a comparison · of Roeeanne Barr's acidic 
stand-up routine with the tamed . "shrew• who 
emerges in httr weekly sit-com, her belief that 
her character has more in common with Jackie 
Gleason's than with Lucille Ball's suggests that 
she is dramatically changing the viewer's · 
preconceptions about. T.V.'s women characters. 
And when Murphy Brown attempts to care for 
three children who are abandoned on her 
office-step, and screams that she feels "like June 
Cleaver on acid,• the script revision continues. 
It is, after all, impoesible to picture Roeeanne 
delivering lines like "How was your day, dear?" 
without oozing sarcasm, and to imagine Murphy 
Brown as "Queen for a Day• takes about as 
much effort as imagining Pee Wee Herman as 
the "Six Million Dollar Man." 

. If the construction of •woman" in even 
these •progressive" shows is . ambiguous and . 
problematic, we can take comfort in the fact 
that at least these shows seem to preeent a 
wider realm of poesibilities for women: a realm 
of action, rather than reaction, a realm in which 
women are actors, rather than speciators. And 
as a last reeort, we always have the option cl 
projecting our own fantasies onto these texts. 
We can turn Peter Pan/Mary Martin into an 
object of d~; situate Dallas .amid the 
competition, lust, and gluttony of academia; or 
even . read Beauty and the · Beast u a latter-day 

· Well of Loneline18 with Vincent u the 
embodiment of otherneN and/or repremed 
sexuality. In the vast never-never land of T.V., 
if you just wish hard enough and think good 
thoughts ••. 



Oprah · Winfrey Presents:· The Lesbian as Spectacle 

B11 L•cretia Knapp, Center for Women's Studies, Engliah Department, 
and Department of Photograph.11 and Cinema, The Ohio State UnitJersit11, 
Col•mbu, . Ohio 

Just u talk shows once displayed the rich 
and famous for public view (u The Tonight 
Show and The Pat St,iak Show still do) a 
popular trend in today's television is the 
transference of the "real, everyday penon" mto 
the position, not of "star" but of "spectacle." 
Many shows, such u The People's Court and A 
Current Affair take "real people" and their real 
life dramu, and preeent them to the living room 
viewer.· On certain talk shows, such u Geraldo 
and Sally Jesse Raphael, 'real people" are often 
pneented u victims or deviants. This is 
explicitly shown through the uae of lower thirds, 
or captions that appear to label the guest 1uch 
u: ·~ who can't have erections,• "lesbian 
who dialikes men," and "woman shot in the neck 
by husband she still loves." It is my intention 
to question the structure created by the program 
and talk-show host, the difficulty of preeenting 
"a dissident voice" in such a controlled situation, 
and how the individual complies, attempts to 
resist, ~r · is conveniently maneuvered .into the 
position of spectacle. With this in mind, I will 
move into a specific analysis of the 
repreeentation of the lesbian u spectacle, u 
constructed by The Oprah Winfrey Show. 
Underlying· my own interest, then, are such 
questions u: · does the talk show format preeent 
a chance for the lesbian voice . to "come out," eo 
to speak, or to be heard, and how political is 
the repreeentation of gays on such talk shows, 
considering the controlling voice of the host? 

I will draw from analyses , of two of 
Oprah's shows, one centering on a display of 
"aterotyped" lesbians, and the other showing 
"National Coming-Out Day,• in order to 
understand the lesbian viewer's complex reaponae 
to both the illusion of the talk-show's "reality,• 
and a1eo our hunger for lesbian repreeentations 
in . popular culture. Although the format of The 
Oprah Winfrey Show often seems to be .informed 
by a response to iaeuee raised by the feminist 
movemens, Oprah 1alll so repreeenl gays ID an 
empowering position, and in fact leDAtionalilee 
gaynell8 .in a _style comparable to the The 
National Enquirer or StU' maguine. This is not 
Oprah's fault alone, but one common to populU' 
talk shows. Geraldo Rivera's delivery la 
blatantly exploitative, exceeaively dramatised, and 
overly impregnatea wffb synthetic sympathy . 

pangs. And Sally Jesse Raphael's.· quest is to 
elicit tears through her probing -,.;.. for what is 
more mov.ing than puaing a kleenex box to a 
guest, and directing an empathetic look to the 
viewer, while uking explicitly· disturbing 
questions. Although I find that with eome issues 
Oprah comes acroea with style, when she 
preeents issues of homoeexuality she becomes 
noticeably ill-at-eue, and I find that the shows 
insidiously undermine any poeaibility of a positive 
responae to their lesbian guests. 

Jncreuingly I then, talk shows are taking OD 
what are generally considered feminist muea, 
such u pyne118, child abuae, women who Jove 
too much, and rape, but in a manner that 
undercuts any empowering voice of the speaker. 
Aa feminists have come to understand, 
continu.ing to portray women u victims only 
perpetuates their victimisation. Instead « 
talking about eocial cauees or how to do 
eomething about rape or incest, the viewer just 
bean a horrifying story, which comes. acroea u 
an ieolated, individual problem instead of a 
eocial problem. · Although the guests may feel 
that they are telling their story, it is ui illusion, 
and they are denied a real voice. This is 
poignantly deecribed in Karen Thompeon's book, 
Why Can't Sharon Come Home (San Francisco: 
Spinsters/ Aunt Lute, 1988), in which she 
describes her battle to obtain custody of her 
Jover, Sharon Kowalski, who wu disabled in a 
car accident. In 1986, Karen Thompeon 
appeared on The Sally Jell89 Raphael Show:· 

The program wu only half an hour and I 
would be sharing it with a U'IIIUll8XUal 
who had been eeparated from her IOD. 
And although I knew that the trameexual 
might be even more controversial than me 
and that my .iaaues might be ~, I 
decided to appear on the chance that 
eomething of Sharon's and my story would 
get; OUI , , , Juac U I goc 1canec1, :,any 
interrupted me with qu•tiona that took 
the discussion off .in all directions. &.ch 
time she or a member of the audience 
uked a question, I tried to pt b.ck to 
the main points. I couldn't compete with 
Sally, the t~al. and the e.udience all 
at once. ·13y ·0ie end, I w1aled Die lloor 
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could have opened up and swallowed me. 
I'm just not the 10rt of penon who can 
outshout others to get attention. 

Karen's story highlights the problems of lesbian· 
eelf-preeentation on shows with this format. ·· 
Neither Karen's emot,ional fight. for the 
well-being of her lover, nor her political struggle 
to have gay relationships recognized and 
validated by the legal system, were · important in 
the structure of the show. Karen'• 1tory 
disaolved beneath the hot studio lights. 
Suddenly, paired with a transeexual, sex and 
deviance became the core of the program. 
Karen's chance to tell her · painful story is taken 
over by Sally's move to expoee the 1eXUal fringe 
of America. 

Denying women a voice through the illusion 
of subjective . story telling is silencing and 
exploitive. Generally, the oetensible purpoee of 
talk shows is, "We're preeenting this so people 
can learn from your experience.• But talk · 
shows are increasingly becoming, like the circU1, 
a place of spectacle (exploitation) with the 
purpoee of. entertaining. 

It is within theee constraints that lesbians 
appear on talk shows. But even recognizing 
these contralnis, many lesbians have a real 
hunger for repreeentation. When I know that a 
television drama or. talk show will have a gay 

. ponrayal or gay theme, I · am there basking in 
the blue-violet rays of my t.v. But BOOD the 
laughter or moaning begins. Gaynel!S is 
presented as transvestism on Sally Jeae Raphael, 
and priests who are paedophiles are UIUIDed to 
be gay on Geraldo. A.a if there isn't enough 
animoeity againat. gays, Geraldo aides with 
enraged women on one particular episode . on 
"gay men who get married· and leave their 
wives." Through the show's constructed 
narrative, the gay man's "coming out• vic.imizes 
the hetel'Ol9exllal woman. On all theee shows, 
through a diacourse which contends to be 
"confused" but !none-the-less accepting (that is 
accepting or liberal enough to "deal" with· such 
issues), the gay voice is 9quelched within an 

. institutionalized, homophobic structure. 

For example, an episode of Oprah aired in 
February 1988 is explicitly about lesbians. The 
program is divided into two segments, women 
who were married and have recently "become• 
lesbians, and women who are lesbian aeparatista 
and "hate" men. The structure of the show 
effectively contains lesbians, or the lesbian voice, 
through manipulation of the notion of deviance, 
an assumption about· the "normal" people 
watching, and control over whoee voice is given 

air time. . All this . reinforces the construction or 
lesbian deviance. 

Stereotypes are · thus perpetuated by the 
selection of women and the division of· the show 
into a presentation of what the viewer is lead to 
usume are "femme• lesbians and "butch" dykes. 
The first group of· lesbians wear skirts and 
therefore seem to be conventionally feminine. · 
The second group of lesbians· appear leN 
conventionally socialized and are wearing more 
~radical" haircuts, trousers, and •sturdy shoes." 
Even if it isn't col18cious, the show constructs 
the either/or of muculine and feminine 
categories. Characteristically, both types cl 
lesbians are defined by their relationship to men, 
either as . women who were married to men, or 
as women who "hate• men. Thus the show; 
through Oprah's and the audience's questions, 
revolves around the issue of men, instead cl. 
women, · which is quite curious considering the 
topic. 

Throughout the show, Oprah makes 
constant allusions to the people at home, such . 
as, "during this break you can put the roast in 
the oven · before your husband comes home." 
Not only does this signify the invisibility (or 
Oprah's inability to address) lesbian viewers, but, 
having a "roast ID the oven" Js syntactically 
similar. to the slang phrase "having a bun in the 
oven II or being pregnant. Why does Oprah need 
to refer constantly to these "normal" people? 
When she has gays on her show, Oprah 
obeeuively refers to normalcy, although this isn't 
done when other "deviants, 11 like women 
kidnapped by UFO's, are on the program. A. 
far as Oprah is concemed, the audience she· is 
addreaing, the viewer at home, is heteroeexual 
and •normal.• Therefore she is priviledged to 
have the only lesbians in the world on her stage, 
to be displayed and joetled by her homophobic 
audiences: the t.v. audience, the living room 
viewer, and the perverted callers. 

In the fall of 1988, the "National Coming 
Out Day• show was more of an open forum, 
where one by one gays stepped up to the 
microphone to briefly tell 10me anecdote and to 
•come out" to the television audience. I believe 
that only another gay pel'IOn can fully bow the 
well of feelings that the "coming out• process 
can elicit. Of coune, everyone knows the 
importance of loving and accepting oneself and 
being accepted by thoee you love. Although I 
believe that there was 10mething genuinely 
sincere about Oprah's attempt to open up her 
show for the gay "voice", expecially after the 
first lesbian broadcast, Oprah still conjures up 
the air of deviance. When a man cal1s to 



expreea his hatred of and distain for gaye, and · 
specifically to say that one guest hu no right to 
live, Oprah perpetuates the voice of homophobiL 
She saye that it is imporiant to hev what he 
bu to say because, "th.is man repreeents the 
great majority.• Again she needs to remind U1 
that the gays are a deviant minority, hated and 
tared by mos, people. And when lhere lm'I a 
caller, Oprah reminds 118 (or constructs a 
response) to remind 118 that "people are so 
disgusted. 11 AJJ a lesbian, my response to such a 
show can be complicated becaUle I know how 
empowering coming out Js, the lmporiance for 
gays of being visible, and for cultural 
reproductions to embrace ilie. images of gays. 
Yet, although' the gay voice may have more 
control· in th.is., open forum, I ... wu d.issatisif'Jed 
with the·· "True Confeesions" format -- it seems · 
to imply guilt. Gaye know the thrill of coming 
out and hearing each others stories, but I felt 
this show exploited that procees; a procees, I 
might add, that s118taina leebian culture. 

O~e important thing to notice about the 
structure of the fmt show is who receives the 
most air time. Unlike most of, Oprah's shows, 
this one utilizes a great number of reaction 
shots, focusing in -on the audience u they react 
to what the lesbians say. Throughout the 
program, there is one woman who is shown 
three times, her face contoriing with vario118 
degrees of disgust. Finally, towards the end of 
the show, she says that she finds ii disgusting 
that these women cannot dreea like women: 
"What's wrong with looking feminine?" ·. If the 
phone calls are screened, than three of the 
strangest callers must have been allowed into the 
show. For example, one woman who calls finds 
the lesbians on the show attractive, especially 
the ones who are "femme," they are "her type." 
She is allowed to go on for three or four 
minutes (quite a nice bit of time, considering 
that there are seven guests on the show) 
explaining how good, she looks, how looking at 
her own breuts turns her on when she is 
making love with her husband, and that 
everyone fmds her attractive: boys, · men, and· 
women. In fact, she suggests. that Oprah have 
her on a show becaue her sex appeal is a 
phenomenon. AJJ she continues to speak, the 
leebians start to convene among themselves, and 
look angered and puzzled about why this woman 
is speaking, for what does she have to do with 
them? What does her voice have to do with 
lesbian . voices? 

Near the end of the show, JoAnn Loulan, a 
lesbian therapist and writer, points out for u 
the underlying homophobic voice of the show by 
saying, "Pm tired of heteroeexuals not · getting it" 

(meuilng leeblanlam). To which Oprah responds 
that · she doesn't understand why Lou1an would 
be surpriled that heteroeexuals don't "get it. 11 

Should we be suprised that no one "gets it", 
considering that the compulsory heteroeexual 
structure cannot allow a lesbian discourse? 
When the . underlying premise of a program is 
deviance, ti 18 dlfflcUll IO la.llt 1hrough or around 
the homophobiL Extending the idea of the 

. difficulty of the lesbian voice, when I the second 
group of "butchy" looking women are introduced, 
Oprah makes statements · such u, "she saye 
women should not . have boys because they are 
the opp1'8180rs, 11 and "she says that she hates 
inen and aoes no, have male ·mends.11" Wliiie 
Oprah is doing th.is monologue, one lesbian looks 
at the woman next to her with an expreeaion 
like, "What is she talking about? I never said 
that" Finally, when the women are allowed to 
speak for themselves, one woman says, 111 never 
said that I hated men, 11 while a caption appears 
ac?ON her chest that reads, "Lesbian who 
dislikes men. 11 What the women are trying to 
get acrou is that they do not· identify with men. 
But their statements are taken out of context. 
When the "butch 11 · women speak, Oprah is trying 
to control the discourse more than· when the 
"femme" women speak. For inatance, when one 
caller ub, •If you hide men so much, why do 
you try to look like one?" Oprah ays, "I think 
that's a legitimate question." Once again, the 
lesbian voice is undermined by the voice cl 
"objective,• heterosexist authority. 

Becaue of the (heteroeexual) "falliily" that · 
is being addreaed by most television programs, 
and becaUle of the authority of the voice of the 
host, the lesbian guests hardly stand a chance 
against the homophobic controlling structures. 
Of all the guests on the first show, JoAnn 
Loulan is the m011t successful in voicing the 
lesbian perspective with dignity, wit, and charm. 
The ever-dynamic Oprah, although generally 
ill-at-ease during this program, is most caught 
off guard by this woman. But Loulan, after all, 
is a practiced speaker and performer. 

Although the second show gave more 
control to the lesbian or gay voice, a model cl 
deviance WU similarly constructed. Must the 
leebian remain invisible beneath the studio lights 
of a heteroeexist talk show? Although I think 
lesbians have a real desire for images c:l. 
ourselves in popular culture, within the forum 
provided by Oprah there is little pomjbility for 
empowering self-preeentation. One hopes that 
we can become visible to the dominant culture 
without being seen u just an anomalie. To do 
this, we need to learn to manipulate our own 
performances. Television is more like a 
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magician's box than a mirror of reality -- it .is 
a medium of performance. JoAnn Loulan is, for 
instance, an example of a lesbian who refuaee to 
be controlled, or to have a homophobic voice 
drown her out. But even with a couciousnem 
of the manipulation that occurs on theee shows, 
it .is difficult to fight the structure. Loulan was 
moet succeeaful at •seducing" the audience 
because she .is a practiced speaker, whoee voice 

Is lesbian, In control, and enierialnlnc, And 
maybe that's a . skill that future lesbian talk 
show guests will need, leslom on how to act out 
of, or refuse to be typecast in, the role of the 
•deviant." With increasing, cultural awareneas 
and political strength among lesbi&D8, we can 
start to feel that simple repreeentat.ion .isn't 
enough. · 

The Politics of Feminist . Film Theory: 
An Interview with Judith Mayne 
By Laura J. George, Center /or Women's Studies and English Department, 
The Ohio State Univer,itg, Colvmbua, Ohio 

Pro/e11or J•iilla Map, laol,l, a joint •1mage• of women, i.e., how are images 
/acultr 11ppointment tDith the Romance Lanpa,e, comtructed? Ia it ever pomible to talk about 
Department an,l tla, Center /or Women', Stutlt,a. images of women in the kind of simple, "here .is 
Her pnmar, 11r,a of raearch ia film aluii,a, 11nd the image, and here .is the reality" way that 
alae teaehu co.raa on film a, tuell a, cowa,a on informs the not.ion of a positive role model? 
Jeminiam an,l pop11lar cvltve, French film, 
Frencla /eminial theor,, ,.,claOGtaal,... and I have two respoD188 to your quest.ion in 
/eminiam. Slae haa ,-WiaA,d article, on /smin..t terms of this narrative of the development rl. 
film theor, in ~ and Wide Anole a, 111.U a, feminist theory. First of all, it is true that the 
11rtielu on film a,ad literd•re, •nil Frsncla, work that I do is not primarily concerned with 
German, an,l Americ•n Cin,ma. In 1988, la,r whether an image .is a good image or a bad 
book, Priwte N owl,, Pdlic Filma .,.. puWiaAe,l image of a woman. Instead, I am more 
6r th, Univeraitr of Geor,ta Preu. On April 1g, concerned with· how images engage with tensiom 
I met witla J•iith Mape to &cua her recent and contradictiom, and the complex relatiOJUJhipe 
book, ., .,,u a, the interaectiona between they have with women~s lives. I pa1U18 before . 
/eminiam and film tla,or,. saying, •with women's lives," because in 

academic theory there is a real reluctance to 
Laura: Feminists in th.is country have a evoke female experience, the referential. So, on 
tradition of looking at images of women in film, one level I would · say, yes, Pm uncomfortable 
and aJao in television and in mapsinee, with a talking about •good images" versus "b.d images" 
desire for role models of strong women and with of women in a simplistic or dualistic way. But I 
a concern for depicting the reality of women's want to say a1lo that I am tired of the very 

· lives. What you do in th.is book, and in your simplistic narratives that we COJUJtruct about 
other research and teaching, .is very different. •the old naive days" of feminist criticism, venua 

J Can you talk about why you think it is •the theoretically 10phisticated days" that we're 
important for . feminists to examine films and living in now. ' What always happem with th.is 
television in the ways that you do in your work? narrative .is that it becomes a way for academic 

temlnJau to ~ theJJllelvm from what th~ 
Judith: There has been a tendency to designate perceive as feminists •out there• in the world. 
two large trends in feminist theory and criticism. It therefore becomes a way of· ~ 
The way that the hlliory of femlnlet theory and between •political• feminism and "academic 
criticlsm is usually told .is that there was an feminism, and validating the distinct.ion in a very 
early phase of feminist theory in which people pavonising way. This is not to aay that theee 
cared about role modeJa. They were no& very c:Usilndlom aren•c real, and often painful; but I 
theoretically 10~ticated, and there wu · not a... think that frequently the 1imape of women" 
whole loiof aUenlion lo ilie implicalioJUJ of Die'"· approach is wumed to be a"CloCmore ilmplistic 
concep~ of a 'role model.• This phue1 · than it really is. And the approach that ii more 
according to a certain D&1T&tive, wu supenedea attentive to contradict.ion is wumecl to be a 
by a much more theoret.ically 10phisticated stap lot more complex than it necell&l'ily is. I bow 
of feminist theory and criticism, which2 inate.d th.is way of answering' your question .is actually 
of demanding that art fol'IDI supply po8ltive role taking apart the question, but I am more and 
models, emphasised a more . eelf-couc.iou more uncomfortable with this kind of simflistic, 
analysis of what it means to talk about an two-staged,· narrative, which .isn't to say 



haven't evoked it myeeJft When I wrote the 
review eesay for filgg, I staried out by saying: 
In the beginning there was the women's 
movement, a real passion for looking at how 
images don't correspond to women's lives in the 
real world. And I continued the familiar refrain: 
now we've become much more eophisticated, 
much more theoretically aware. Adua.Jly, I 
think that there was lot · more complexity at lint 
than we usually give these "early• texts credit 
for. I've reread some of the works that are 
always cited as the central "images of women• 
texts. Molly Haskell's From Reverence to ~· 
for example, is not the simple-minded text t at 
many contemporary critics assume it to be. 
This is not to say Haskell's book is problem-
free, but rather that lta •problems" have not 
necessarily been solved. 

At the same time, having said all thia1 I 
am not particularly interested in deciding 
whether an image is "good" or "bad." Madonna 
is an obvious cue in pe>int. Some critics eee 
Madonna as a •negative" image because her 
image relies on traditional notions of female 
sexuality; others see her as a "positive• imap 
because she's ma.king fun of these notions. I find 
that duality critically paralyzing, because most 
images in their complexity, are a little bit of 
both. · Some images are more one than the other, 
obviously, but it is those tensions that I think 
are interesting. I am therefore most interested 
in· what it is that allows people to look at 
Madonna and understand her image as a critique 
of certain notions of femininity, or, conversely1 what allows people to look at Madonna and fina 
her sexually attractive in a very unproblematiJed 
way •. The point is that, in the kind of culture 
we live in, both kinds of readings are not only 
~hie, but condoned. We have a kind of 
eomething for everybody• approach, and that's 

what needs to be looked at. However, along 
these · lines -- and I think this is where you 
realize that the old "images of women• approach 
isn't so simple minded after all -- in some 
cues there is a real need to point out that the 
•something for everrbody" approach can be a 
ruse, a way of insunng that we get wrapped up 
in all the poaible ways of reading these images 
to the point that it · becomes difficult to 
understand what kind of political strategy mif11t 
be at work. When I uae the word "strategy I 
do not want to imply that I think there might 
be some kind of conspiracy at work, that the 
patriarchs meet regularly to decide what would 
be a good image to produce this week to seduce 
and betray all women. But at the same time I 
think it is important not to merely celebrate this 
ambiguity, but to figure out how it works in 
different contexts. 

I aJeo think it is becoming more and more 
obvious that it is. diff'JCult to make the kinds of 
sweeping generalisations about repl'eNlltationa of 
women that we've been used to making. There 

is more of an emphasis now on looking at 
specific instances. On the one hand I· think this 
is positive, but, on the other hand, I think there 
baa also been a reluctance to draw larger 
implications. And certainly, ~loring the 
contradictions can be way of refumg to take 
any kind of political position. 

I think the best feminist work on mus 
culture, including film and television, ub the 
question: what is it that women get out of these 
images? What do women respond to in these 
repreeentations? It is true, and here I think 
that the chronological narrative I referred to 
above !! accurate, that in the early days cR 
feminist film criticism, there wu a tendency to 
auume that women were being absolutely dui>ed 
and victimized by these images. I do not fmd it 
easy to dimisa totally that. argument, which 
tends to happen with newer forms of criticism, 
new ways of looking at things. You are initially 
s~ept away by what Laura Mulvey calls "the 
thrill of negativity,• the recognition that all 
these images that you've been consuming 80 
enthusiutically all your life are all wrong, all 
false, all phony. I know this neponse is naive, 
but there are certain kinds of naivete that you 
have to go through to get to something else. 
This kind of negative enthusium definitely 
characterizes · a certain phase of feminist criticism 
of film and mau culture. But the queetion that 
cannot get raised in theee terms is: What about 
this spectator? What about this consumer? Is 
she 80 totally under the thumb of the media 
industry that she is just aa duped as we thought 
~ were all along? 

An interest in the spectator hu been one 
of the contributions to feminist work from the 
field of cultural studies, where the assumption 
bu been all along that individuals negotiate 
mass culture, rather than simply consume. 
Angela McRobbie bu studied how teenage girls 
respond to Fluhdance. ~dance is usually 
discUSlled as this very simp~inded and nearly . 
laughable image of the steel-worker who 
succeeds by virtue of her perfect femininity. 
McRobbie interviewed teenage girls, and she 
drew the conclusion that their strong pusion for 
Fluhdance is related to negotiating the 
complexities of becoming a teenager. Seeing the 
film is not just simply . a procees of . abeorbing 
the culture. McRobbie points out that dance, for 
a lot of theae teenage girls, is a form cl 
resistance to how they are being acculturated, 
because it functions as a form of sexual 
expression which they understand u autonomous. 

This raises another question. ~ 
McRobbie actually interviewed teenage girls. 
There is a reluctance on the part of many critics 
to do much with "real• spectaton. I realize 
that in feminist terms that eounds like a 
complete contradiction, but you need to 
understand the kind of agendu that have shaped 
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a lot of this new work. There hu been a great 
deal of influence . from peychoanalyais on feminist 
film· theory, for exampfe. - When certain theorlsu 
talk. about . •the subject,• they are not talking 
about real. people; they are talking about the 
subject that is . coutructed by the medium in a 
certain way. In this -context, talking about how 
a ·. 90ap opera addreuee its · subjects bu 
ultimately very little to do with the real people 
wno actuilty may liie · ·jijip opiMI' · 1h . -.; vat18ty. 
of different ways. While it is a mistake to 
confuae this subject with real people, there hu 
been. considerable reluctance , on the part of 
people working · within feminism and 
peychoanalyis to ever consider the question of 
real spectators at . all. There bu been an 
assumption · that questions about the spectator 
are always simple-minded, that all you need to 
do· · is collect interviews. What Janice Radway 
tried to do is to interview real readers of 
romance novels and analyse their respoll8e8. 

Because of the reluctance to· talk about 
spectators, one of the sterotypes of feminist 
theorists, and especially feminist film theorists, is 
that these critics do not care about real women. 
And frankly, there are some ways in which that 
is an accurate judgement call. Of course, you 
are never suppoeed to say this! But there are 
critics like Radway, or Jen Ang, author of 
Watching' Dallu who have attempted to come to 
terms with what real people say about why they 
watch certain programs or read . certain texts in 
a complex and theoretically sophisticated way. 

Laura: Your first book, Private Novell, Public 
FJJms, is at least in part an effort · to· deal with 

mues of spectators and · readers. One way 
you do that is to deal with some of the tensions 
between the terms •private" and •public• in 
middle-clus society. These terms · are obviously 
crucial for how women understand our lives, and 
how our · lives have been viewed historically in 
this culture. Could you talk a little bit about 
why you choee to addresaa these terms and why 
it is important for feminists to look at texts in 
this way, to understand some of the 
contradictions of these categories? 

Judith: First ~f all, •private• and "public' form 
an obvious opposition which has informed many 
aspects of middle clus society, with the private 
world viewed as encompauing the family, and 
the public as having to do with work and public 
exchange. The book evolved from my own 
frustration with the way in which spectatorship 
wu being di8cussed in film theory, where the 
preoccupation was with how the cinematic 
apparatus situates its viewers in certain very 
precise ways, and usually in relationship to the 
same scenarios repeated over and over again. 
While I found all this work, usually 
demonstrated though detailed analysis of 
individual films, interesting, I wanted to explore 

how respc,D8e8 io nove11 and mms llllghl be 
situated m a larger context. 

There is a classic argument that the rise cl 
the novel was very much . UIOCiated with the 
~resentability of the feminine, the domestic. 
The recruitment ol women readers wu obviously 
lmporiant to the development of the 
middl-.-dus novel. It 11eemed to me th•t · there 

·wu· in' btipoftUt . CODJiectfob 1o ···1;e made 
· between that notion of the representability of the 
domestic sphere and what happened with the 
rise of motion picturee at the end of the 
nineteenth . and . especially the beginning of · the 
twentieth centuries. In both cues, we're talking 
about a point in history in which there wu a 
real crisis in the articulation of new terms rA 
what social and individual life. The argument is 
well known · that industrialization relies on the 
separation of . work and home. A clusic 
argument about the rise of motion pictures is 
that the most striking recruitment of spectators 
in the United States occurred amonpt 
immigrants, for whom motion pictures we,re an 
important form of acculturation and introduction 
to American life. Looking back at that old and 
very familiar argument, I wu struck by the 
abeeme of any attempt to read the early 
responses of immigrants to motion pictures in 
terms of gender. Among these · •new• 
immigrants, going to the movies wu one of the 
few forms of venturing out into the _public 
sphere that wu acceptable for women. It wu 
necessary to aee the process of accultureation in 
terms of consumerism -- in terms of ceriain 
values of American culture that were specified 
very strongly in terms of gender differences. 
This is not to say, of. course, that movies did 
not appeal to men. Throughout this book I'm 
not talking specifically about women readers or 
women viewers. I'm talking about readership 
and spectatorship as they are shaped by gender 
and by clus .. 

Laura: Another thing I'm interested in is 
getting a sense of how the book relates to 
feminism, since it doesn't explicitly addrel88 
images of women or only women viewers or 
directors, and so on. 

Judith: I suppoee the book would fall into the 
much maligned category of •mainstreaming 
feminism.• Not everything that I refer to is 
•strictly• feminist. I think that many feminists 
have recognized that if you want to talk about 
issues of social clus, the categories of eexual 
difference u they are usually constructed ue 
limited .. You cannot talk about the private and 
the public !l)liquely in terms of gender. These 
categories do not exist uniquely in· terms r£ 
gender. It 'is incredibly difficult to separate 
culture into neat little categories of gender here 
and class there. But that difficulty ii precieely 
the point. The classic way to talk about the 



private and the public is to talk about them 
from the vantage point of men. If you are 
going to talk about ihe home as a haven, you 
need to U8Ullle that it is just •there,• but if 
you look at the rela.tiolllhip between the private 
and the public in terms of iu gendered contoun, 
then that haven bu to. be created by 1<>mebody. 
Of neceuity, then, l am ialking about the 
private and the public in feminist tel'lll8. 

Laura: The Jut 9.uestion I wanted to uk wu 
about . your teaching · women and film and 
feminism and pop culture. How does your 
teaching work reflect the theoretical ieeues we've 
been diecWl8Ulg here? 

Judith: One perception that I think a lot of 
people have about feminism and film is that if 
rou wait into a course called •women and 
Film,• you'll be shown, again and again, bad, 
11.eexiet• images. My own focus is quite 
different. For instance, I emphasize the works 
of women film-makers; which just do not get 
the same distribution as fiJma by men. I uo 
show classical Hollywood filma. The Jut time I 
· taught ihe course.&. I staried off with Mildred 
Pierce and Now, v~~, two Hollywood filiiui , 
froiiathe 1940,s, bot o which I love. Theee 
are not fiJma that I can just write off into the 
category of dominant ideology. They are 
extremely contradictory fiJma in ie1'lll8 of the 
repreeentations of women. Looking at texts 
cntically · . does not mean looking at them 
negatively. In this clue, I try to focus on 
asking questions like: if you iake enormous 
pleasure in a certain film, how much of that 
pleasure is constructed by dominant models of 
what it means to be male and female, and how 
much of it is giving you an opportunity to 
experience certain things that you do not have 
the opportunity to experience or exprees in a 
patriarch~ culture? Both of theee filma, 
expecially Now, Voyager, have incredibly 
powertol female fantasies at their centers. Of 

course lou can say ,nu iney are recuperaleCl ID 
the ~n-1 that theee films are all of a piece with 
patriarcJial culture, but I do not like analyle8 
that are IO erliltic. To take a more blatant 
example: I t · it is very important to be able 
to talk about. how women's bodies are colonised 
in advertising, but I think it is aleo important to 
look at the kinds of desires that these images 
addrea. While it's ridiculous to argue that ~ 
advertising can be any J>(*ible site of Neistance 
to patriarchy, reading advertising can certainly 
be that. Once you've learned something about 
how theee different kinds of system, function, 
you cannot be as manipulated by them. It is a 
different kind of pleasure -- critical pleasure is 
about being able to have I that kind ex 
detachment. Pm reminded in ibis context ~ 
how Christian Metz talked about his desire as a 
critic to crack open the mechanism of clueical 
cinema to see how it works. 

I think there is still an U8Ulllption that 
doing a political analysis means showing that 
these images are all false and destructive. 
Although I think that this is too simplistic, I 
also cannot totally dismiss these kinds c.i. 
evaluation either. 

There is a tendency in a lot of feminist 
theory not to want to talk about oppN111ion, and 
to want to talk only in iel'lll8 of succeseful 
resistance. Linda Gordon, in an essay in 
Feminist Studies/Critical Studies, talb about the 
necwity of always recognising the interplay of, 
the tension between, domination and resistance. 
She is critical of the desire to integrate the two. 
Often that desire for inte_gration leads to a kind 
of Pollyanna approach. We need to be able to 
recognize the horribly brutal effects of patriarchal 
repN!81ion and oppreesion, and yet (and there 
always has to be an "and yet") recognize 
simultaneously ihe complex and often subtle 
ways in which resistance occurs. 

Reading the Revolution in Film and Television: 
A Review Essay. · 

By Laura J. George, Center for Women's Studies and Department of English, 
The Ohio State UnitJerait11, Oolumbu, Ohio 

Boxed-In: Women and Television. Edited by Helen Baehr and 
Gillian Dyer (New York: Pandora, 1987) 

Feminism and Film Theory. Edited by CoDStance Penley 
(New York: Routledge, 1988) 
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The Romance Revolution: Erotic Novels for Women and the Quest for a New Sexual Identity. 
By Carol Thurston · 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Preas, 1987) 

Female Spectators: Looking at Film and Television. ·. :Edited by E. Deidre Pribam 
(London: Vel'80, 1988) · 

The three collections of essays reviewed 
here mark a moment in feminist film and 
television· · theory that is both · introspective and 
conflictive. In each of these texts there is a 
sense v of reuaessment of the already complex 
critical history, and a concern with future 
directiou for feminist 0reeearch. Carol Thurston's 
book is, in another way, an attempt to come to' 
terms with some of the problems that have 
plagued feminist approaches to popular culture 
theory almost since its inception. One of ··the 
questions Thurston asks in her final chapter is: 

How a.re we to reconcile the dilemma of 
oppoeing · views. . . as to how mass media 
and/or popular culture function, the one 
depicting mass culture as conservator of 

· the status quo, acting to dampen any 
perturbations that may · arise in the eocial 
system, and the other as . both reflector 

- and instrument of sociopolitical change? 

Although, as her title, The Romance Revolution, 
suggests, Thurston finally argues for the · second 
perspective deecribed above in a fairly 
uncomplicated way,· her book and all the books 
reviewed ·here are negociatiou and renesoe,iations 
of the difficulties of our relationships as critia, 
as activists, and as consumers to the written and 
visual •popular culture• texts our culture seems 
to · churn out with dizzying ,peed. 

In a eense, each of these collections can be 
seen as· an attempt to come to terms with 
Thurston's question in a variety of different 
ways. Boxed-In and Female Spectators rewee 
intersections between feminism and televilion and 
feminism and film. Both also attempt to be 
interventions into feminiat critical practice, the 
first · anthology · with detailed ' attention to· the 
politics of production, the second by ,tN!lling a 
focus on epectatorshlp. Feminism and· Film 
Theory is the most coherently organised volume 
of ways examined• here. The articles collected 
by Constance Penley for this volume repreeent a 
specific and very influential. current in fe~ 
film theory, a current. to which aeveral · of the 
eeeays · in Female Spectators . 1ee111 to be 
responding. The· eeeay, in each of these volumes 
can mOllt productively be read in dialogue with 

one another, and it is hoped that the present 
eseay will suggest some of the contours ~ 
current feminist debates around film and 
televison, as well as assessing the strengths and 
weaknesses of the several collections. Thurston's 
Romance Revolution is interesting because it 
presents a completely different approach to the 
issues of studying mass culture, and the 
problems this study poses for an understanding 
of the relationship between reeearcher and . thoee 
studied, between text and reader, text and critic, 

,· again reveal aome of the peculiarly penistant 
contradictions that feminist analysis is struggling 
with today. 

The eseays included in Boxed-In 
collectively· suggest that if feminism has, with at 
least moderate succem, carved out a space for 
its practice among the discourses of textual 
reading and interpretation, when we turn our 
attention to the production of television, women 
are still, effectively . and almost completely, 
•boxed-in." This collection of original ways, 
abnoet all written in . Britain and focusing on 
British television's history and production, · is 
divided· into three NCtiona: · part one, 'Womea 
and Communications Technology,' 'deals broadly 
with the future and the· developing technologies 
of cable, satellite, and video;' part two, 
'Programming Strategies,' 'raiees the question ~ 
women's programming;' and part three, 'On the 
Screen,' 'deals more 1pecifically with 
programmes.' Clearly the focus in this collection 
is · not so much on cloee textual readings as it is 
on the politics of production. 

Not surprisingly, in parts one and two, the 
picture for women is bleak. . It is only in the 
third section that there is any note of optimism 
about the • participation or representation ~ 
women in television, and even here any hope is · 
muted. Those of us who experience the thrill o£ 
a certain kind of power over mase culture in our 
cloee readings of texts will find this volume a 
chiDing reminder of the extent to which women'• 
participation in any intenection of feminism and 
mue culture is cruelly circUIDICribed. The 
volume opens , ·with· 1111 • eeeay by Margaret 
Gallagher, •Redefining the communications 

. revolution,• which auggeeis, again not 
surprisingly, that any "revolution" that is taking 



place in communications technology is not one 
that benefits women. Gallagher surveys the 
economic interests moet involved in the new 
communications technology in Eurpoe to 
conclude, "it is likely that rightist politics, based 
on a conservative approach to women's rights, 
may be strengthened by the new communications 
technologies." The following essay by Ann Gray 
summarizes research which reveals that British 
women have very little choice in what they view 
either on television or on rented films unlea 
they · live alone or gather with women friends in 
their free time. The husbands and fathers in 
thoee families surveyed overwhelmingly made all 
the decisions about family viewing. In "Firing a 
Broadside: A Feminist ,1 Intervention into 
Mainstream TV," Helen ~Baehr and Angela 
Spindler-Brown detail the vicissitudes and 
eventual failures of a women's production 
company that attempted both to have an 
alternative -- more collective 
decision-making structure and to produce 
alternative programming for women. Neither 
proved . po88ible within the confines of 
mainstream television. Other essays by Loretta 
Loach, Jill Hyem, and Charlotte Brunsdon detail 
the struggles of individual women to construct or 
support a feminist viewpoint while working 
within the political and economic framework of 
network . televison as producers or writers of 
television · series. Joy Leman describes the 
history ·of "programmes for women" on British 
television · and Roealind Coward discU88e8 the 
politics of the concept of programmes for women 
within the contemporary political situation. 
Patricia Holland's. article, "When a Woman 
Reads the News, 11 is a particularly fascinating 
account of popular respoDBes to the first women 
news readers in Britian. When the first women 
news readers appeared in the mid-1970'& the 
public response to them was quickly constructed 
as response to a sexualized body: 

Could I suggest that Miss For cuts out 
the frosty lipstick and shiny blush-on 
which makes my screen look wet and 
slippery? (Daily Express, 5 July 1978) 

Angela is forceful, even dominant. In how 
many secret viewer' dreams does she 
deliver the Nine O'clock News in black 
leaiber. (Sunday Telegraph, 80 April 
1978) 

Holland's article is a particularly clear analysis 
of the contested disco111'8e8 that · 8UlTOUDd the 

. seemingly simple "image• of a woman reading 
the news. 

The collection interestingly concludes with 
the ·one. essay . written by an American about 
American television. Julie D' Acci's "The Case 
of Cagney and Lacey" is a fascinating account f.i. 
the history of the disputes which surrounded the 
production of the popular police series. 
Originally "conceived as a response to an early 
and influential book from the women's movement 
-- Molly Haskell's From Reverence to Rape: 
The Treatment of Women in the Movies" in 
1974, the first made-for-television movie called 
"Cagney and Lacey" was not produced until 
1980 and broadcast in October/ of 1981, with 
Loretta Swit and Tyne Daly P,laying the title 
characters. Despite the high r ratings of this 
broadcast, and the high ratings of the series 
Cagney and Lacey, now starring Meg Foeter and 
Tyne Daly, which aired from March to August 
1982, ' the show was canceled. Network 
discomfort with the show seemed to focus 
around Cagney's character, which was perceived 
as "too tough." In its final incarnation, now 
staring Sharon Gless in the Cagney roll, the 
network insisted that the character "wear less 
middle-class, classier clothes so that her upward 
mobility. is evidenced," and have a new hairstyle 
that would "move" and "bounce. 11 · D' Acci's 
article carefully details a particularly complex 
moment in the intersections of feminism and 
television. The collection as a whole, though, 
serves as a reminder of television's power to 
change its "images" without changing its 
economic power structures in the slightest. 

· Feminism and Film Theory, edited by 
Constance Penley, represents a very different 
tradition in feminist scholarship. The essays 
collected for this volume, . originally published 
between 1974 and 1981, represent a particularly 
coherent current in feminist film scholarship. 
Five of the fifteen articles were originally 
published in Camera Obecura, of which Penley is 
a co-editor. Penley's somewhat fractious 
introduction to the volume defends this current 
v~hemently: 

. . 
To put it bluntly, none of th811e essays 
belongs to what could be called the "what 
if" school of feminist criticism: What if 
women had an Electra complex to 
complement the male's Oedipal complex? 
Wha& . If. ibe crucial re1ai1on were noi io 
the phallus as symbolic organ but to the 
real of the mother's body? What if there 
were no such thing u penis envy but, · 
rather, "womb envy"?' . . . . Theee 
"what ifs• are no more than the signs 
marking the well-worn dissident pat~ of · 
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a reductive biologism, toeiologism, or 
mysticism of the feminine; a kind of 
thinking, not solely confined to feminism, 
which - sidesteps or dismiese1 yean of 
reasoning and debate on the problematic 
status of theee "alternatives.• The --.ya 
in this volume have rejected such 
alternatives inasmuch as they represent 
merely another version of - the easily 
accepted (becaw,e uarciaaiaiically desired) 
or the already known (the comfort of 
repeating the same), ch001ing instead to 
engage directly· the arguments of 
contemporary film theory. 

This passage, besides · completely marginalising 
feminist work which ub: why take mainstream 
contemporary film theory "ou its own terms," 
particularly when these terms are clearly derived 
from a patriarchal framework, - clearly alligna 
"good" feminist work as that which engages 
directly with psychoanalysis as comtructed by 
Freud and - Lacan. Not surprisingly, within the 
context of this critical framework, m<>1t of the 
essays · in this volume tend towards the 
conclusion that in the filmic texts they read any 
notion of a female subjectivity is impollible, 
with the sole exception of avant-guard worb 
such as th<>1e of Marguerite Donia. 

Feminism and Film Theory uaefully prints 
together articles that_ have become "clulica" in 
the development of feminist film criticunn, such 
as Laura Mulvey's "Visual Pleasure and 
Narrative Cinema• and • After Thoughts on 
'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema' impired 
by Duel in the -- Sun." · In fact, the moet useful 
aspect of this volume is that it repeatedly group1 
articles together that were written in· reeponae to 
each other, or written on the same subject,· or at 
the same time. The collection starts with an 
emay from the early · days of in · feminist film 
criticism, "The Place of Woman in the Cinema 
of Raol Walsh," by Pam Oook and Olalre 
Johmton, Two essays on the work of Dorothy 
Arzner follow, one by Pam Cook and one by 
Claire Johmton. Also printed in the edition is 
an emay by Janet Bergstrom,· "Rereading the 
Work of Claire Johnson." The comtructlon of 
this · volume mirrors the quality of m01t of the 
eillaays pnnfed tiere -- in w1iich llie iillues are 
complexly intertwined and the arguments 
carefully comtructed. 

. What - is important in this careful and 
sophisticated discourse is its power to push at its 
own limits. By 1979, in "EDDunciation and 
Sexual Difference," Janet Bergstrom is auggeeting 
the neceeaity for a future practice which will 
explore "the cluaical film from the .point of view 

of Its· undeniable poienslal for arouabag pleuure 
in _ female spectators," and in· her following 
interview with Raymond Bellour she 1"811lU'U! 

Although you are critical of this system of 
symbolic representations, when I read )'01ll' 
articlel, I feel a greater and greater aeue 
of claustrophobia and frustration at being 
trapped within your recomtruction of it. 

That this question is being addreeaed u crucial 
. in 1989 suggests the extent to which the iaaues 
raised in these eeaays often eeem ahead of their 
time in exploring the mOlt thorny problems cl 
feminist film theory. 

Am<>1t all the essays in Female Spectators 
begin with a reference to a previously dominant 
critical trend (much of which ii exemplified in 
Conaiance Penley's book) in which classic 
Hollywood Cinema is read as uniformly 
oppremive, only to renegotiate this claim in a 
variety of ways. It ii in reeponae to this critical 
current that the authors of many of these eseay1 
have attempted to address proble1D8 o£ 
speciatonhip in order to counter, or at least to 
re-situate this kind of totalizing reading. 

Many of the essays in Female Spectatorp 
are more or lem directly a respome · to the 
critical work exemplified in Constance PeDley's 
collection. For instance, Christine Gledhill•s 
"Pleasurable Negotiatiom" in Female Spectators 
returm to an examination of Michael Crichton's 
Coma at leut in part· to add.rem the kind ci. 
work Elisabeth Cowie does on this film in "The 
Popular Film as Progremive Text--A Diaculaion 
of Coma," printed in Feminism and Film 
Theory, In her essay, Cowie firmly brackets any 
analysis of the question of the film's 
"progressiveness" baaed on the content of the 
film: "To Ulell!I in terms of elements is simply 
io end up wish value Judgemenu ou&alde of ihe 
specific practices of the film; it becomes an ialUe 
not of film analysis but of political 'guesswork.'" 
Although she argues at the end of her essay 
that, "to comider the aubject-in-proceu in this 
way within the fl1m system, produced through 
the structure of identification rather than 
predicalea on a pii'ctculii' · · content ii tc> now 
keep open the question, and problem, of the 
production of sexual difference," her reading ci 

. the "structure" of Coma traces a narrative in 
which •Susan's controlling look u active 
protagonist" ii lOlt (finally and totally) u lhe 
becomes a "victim to IUlpeDCe," Gledhill's 
article, in pari turm for· its conclusion on a 
privileging of certain narrative elements in. the 
way that Cowie challenges. Gledhill argues that: 
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Suan may be supine, while Mark 
breathlelsly charges about · the hospital 
engineering plant, . but without her earlier 
calm, logical tracing of pipelines, she could 
not be saved now. Mark finds nothing for 
himself. 

n is not a little interesting that the term 
Gledhill hu to save Suan from is •1upine," and 
that her valorization of Susan u hero hu to do 
with her "calm, logical" earlier investigations. 
However . this is almoet certainly the kind of 
reading that Cowie would probably call naive, 
Gledhill'• essay, however~ is also characterized by 
a much more complex approach to how 
meanings are ·negotiated •outside" of the film: 

But the critical act is not finished with 
the •reacting• or •evaluation" of a text. 
It generates new cycles of meaning 
production and negotiation. . . . . Thus 
critical activity iuelt participates in social 
negotiation of. meaning, definition, identity .. 

In fact,, GledhJll's work ill much more · attentive 
to poesible feminist pleasures in a · film like 
Coma, and her opening arguments could be read 
u a partial indictment of the critical trend · 
embodied in Feminism and Film Theory: 

While these arguments have attracted 
feminists for their power to explain the 
alternative misogyny and idealization of 
cinema's female representations, they offer 
largely negative accounts of female 
spectatol'llhip, suggesting colonised, 
· alienated, or muochistic . poeitions of 
identification. 

Female Spectators, then, addremee iteeH to 
what could be seen u an elision of the female 
viewer in feminist. film theory. This volume is 
also characterized, u is Boxed-In, by a greater 
attention to. the works of film production, both 
with Michelle Citron's article, "Women's Film 
Production: Going Mainstream" and Alile Sharon 
Larkin'•· "Black Women Film-makers Defining 
Ourselves: Feminism in Our Own Voice.• Both 
of these articles articulate in different ways the 
probleDlll with addreming a "women's• audience. 
Michelle Citron traces her own history of film 
production · u a means of exploring the 
problematics . of a feminist film-maker's 
relatiouhip with mainstream film production. In 
the proce1111 she articulates her changing 
conception . of her role, from that of 
"film-maker• to . "producer/director" and 
analy11e11 her early attraction to avant- guarde 
film u •one manifestation of an almoet relentless 
intelletual upward mobility.• Her work, and the 

work in Female Spectators more generally, 
engages openly with the material conditions °' 
film distribution: •we have J.oet our audiences u 
previously defined (for example, the large 
network of broad-hued women's centres hu 
greatly diminished). Serious Businees Company 
and Iris FilDlll, two important distributors ci 
women's · films throughout the 1970'11, have 
ceued to . exist.• She concludes, "thoee 
audiences · we reached in the 1970111 are no longer 
out there in' the same simply defined way." 
With this · in mind, she turns . to an exploration 
of the problems and potentials . of . women's 
(feminists') relationship, with mainstream cinema 
to finally argue that, •the entry /of women into 
mainstream narrative . film~makmg will broaden 
the work we do and expand our understanding 
of visual culture and of ourselves.• 

Carol Thunton's study, The Romance 
Revolution, represents scholarly work from a 
very dltrerent tradition. Thunton•s degree ill in 
mU11 communications, and her work operates 
with a greater concern for demographic 
information than much of the other work 
discWlllled here. In fact, she characterises work 
hued on the tradition of literary scholarlship u 
•not only speculative, but inaccurate." She 
continues, •detailed analy11e11 of so- called 
situational transformations within the text also 
do not tell us what impre119ions readers en m8811e 
carry away, or what they thought wu said and 
done by what kinds of characters." Aa is 
evident in the . interview with Judith Mayne 
elsewhere in this issue, the gap between the 
individual experience of the isolated analyst and 
the ways certain texts are negotiated by other 
individuals hu become an increuingly pre1111ing 
problem for feminist research. The essays in the 
collection Female Spectators, for instance, are 
bound together by a desire to addrem the.ee 
questions together with the questions raised by 
textual analysis. And there. is no doubt that 
Thurston's book reveals a lot, although perhaps 
inadvertently, about a less distanced experience 
_of reading romance novels. 

What is striking about Thurston's study, 
and presents a very real contrast with the 
numbers of charts, statistics, and demographic 
information she gathers for her work, is the 
immense amount of attention · actually focued on · 
the content of the novels she studies. The plots 
of dozens of novels are summarized in detail, 
and a great deal of space in her book is given 
to lengthly quotations, references of cherished 
moments, and to descriptions of various heroe 
and heroines. Thurston's claim is essentially 
that what she calls modern erotic romances 
(and, to a certain extent, historical 'bodice 

! 



rippers') are .in fact, if not blueprints for a 
revolutionly m women's eexual experiences, 
reflections of the social forces which are at work 
liberating women's eexualitiea. 

AJJ should be clear by now1 Thurston's 
allegiance to the content of these erotic romances 
.is problematic at beat. In one striking passage 
her own, usually drier, proee actually starts to 
write . one of the erotic momenta her study 
valorizea: 

The reverently worshipful kiss on chutely 
sealed lips hu been displaced by 
plundering tongues that lap and lick, dart 
and delve -- bis from the warm moist 
cavern of her .mouth to the pink shell of 
her ear, then to the pulse in her throat 
before descending to the Nl8)' crest of a 
pueionately swollen breut and acroee her 
creamy belly to the next of silky curie, 
there to find its sheltered secret; hers, 
paints a wet trail . acroee one mw,cular 
should before discovering the tiny brown 
nub hidden in the wiry hair that arrows 
downward, to disappear below the belt of 
hJs pants, after which the pants are 
quickly done away with and she teuee a 
tortuous path down hie firm abdomen to 
the warm granite of bis need. 

The puaage can euily stand u. an exemplum of 
the tensions that inhere throughout her work. 
By and large the puaage reads u if it could be 
a quote from one of the novels she diecWllel, 
although the initial irony and the phrue, "after 
which the pants are quickly done .away with• 
seems to interject another voice into the 
erotically euphemiled deecription. This puaage 
is taken from her chapter, •updating the Kama 
Sutra," which, indeed, might stand u the central 
argument of her whole book. What is clear 
throughout her book is that theee novels preeent 
a kind of erotica that worb for her, u it seems 
to work for many women. What is lacking in 
the book is any very self-conscious critique of 
how and why it worb. · 

Thunton's inveatm4P1t in these romancea 
leads her to elide several problems that remain 
preming for feminist analyeia.. For instance, 
there .is a striking disavowal of the violence and 
dominance/subm.iseion imagery that often 
characterisee historical romance novels. She caUe 
Kathleen E. Woodiwiu's The Flame and the 
Flower, a. book whoee high density of imagee of 
rape and NXUal abue hu often been commented 
on, "a tender tale. • • Jn spite of the Jnltlal 
'mistake.'" The 'initial miBtake' is the hero'• 
rape of the heroine. One problem _that is not 

sumcienity 84dreeeect nere 18 now, ID Iler readJDg 
experience~ is Thurston actually able to discount 
the images of rape in the boob that she reads? 
It ie clear that moat of the women she surveyed 
understand the heroines of the erotic romance 
novels as "strong," even · £eminiet1 women, · For 
some of her respondents, the amouni of abuse 
the heroines auffer before the triumphal marriage 
primariliy eerves to prove the "strength" of the 
female heroine. Again, Thunton's book lacb 
any very self-conscious critique of how this kind 
of negotiation worb and what relationship, 
women readers have to the violence depicted in 
many of these novele. For Thunton, in The 
Flame and the Flower, "Woodiwiu cuts her 
magic spell via a veritable pall of eensuality. that 
is both pervasive and constant, amounting to 850 
pages of sexual foreplay." 

'While Tbunton acknowledges that there 
were "some problems• with the earlieet 
erotic-historical romances, her study euggeeta 
that the modern erotic romances such u thoee 
published u the "Sillouette Desire" and 
•Harlequin Temptation" lines offer an almost 
utopian model of female NXUal freedom and 
deeire. What she does demonstrate is that the 
heroines in theee romances say more femininat 
things in the procemee of their courtship,, but 
again Thruston is. not particularly trying to 
articulate any complex relationship between 
feminism and romance noveJe. 

In conclusion, her study is revealing in its 
blind-spots, but does little to clarify any of the 
many problematic conflicta women face in 
negotiating relationships between their 
sexualities and · various textual images o£ 
sexuality that surround us today. If the current 
of thought represented by the eeeaya in 
Constance Penley'• collection overly elide any 
pomibility of taking a non-coopted pleuure in 
traditional texts, then Thurston's study 
completely brackets all of the many ques&lone 
femin.ista have raised about some of the . more 
problematic images which popular texts offer u 
today. In other words, Thunton eeeme not at 
all entranced with the images of power. a 
distanced and critical analyeia can afford to critic 
and reader; instead she herself seems to prefer to 
be swept away by the texts she reads. This is 
not to orchestrate any euy derision around 
Thurston's reading, but to acknowledge that 
many different kinda of reading pleuuree ue 
pomible. 

Each of the boob reviewed here returm 
again and again to certain now-familiar 
problems, problems which ue crucial for feminist 
reeearch on popular texts. If we take pleuure 



in certain text's which don't seem to fit in with 
our political beliefs, are we willing to admit that 
pleasure and try to understand it? · How can 
feminist research bridge the gap between total 
rejection and unqualified acceptance of the texts 
that surround our lives? How can we 
understand the places of the myriad female 
spectators and readers in this culture from our 
academic offices? I.s it poseible to analyse 

certain iexis as "conservallve" or "fem.lnlsl" and 
what do we mean when we do this? And who 
do we do it for? How has feminism had an 
impact on the production of some of theee 
images and texts and how do we want to 
evaluate that impact? The boob reviewed here 
reflect a broad array of negotiations around 
theee problems, and offer a renewed commitment 
to thinking seJf-reflexively about what we say. 

I 

A Lesbian Photo Album: The Lives of Seven 
Lesbian Feminists. 
By Cathy Cade 
(Oakland, California.: Waterwomen Books, 1987) 

Reviewed by Willa Yo~mg, 
The Ohio State University, 

Center for Women 'a Studies and. Department' of Sociology, 
Columbus, Ohio · 

This book holds a curious fucination for 
women. When Cathy Cade gave me a copy just 
after its publication, I was seated in the middle 
of an auditorium waiting for a plenary session to· 
begin at the National Women's Studies 
Association Conference. Aloiost immediately, I 
made ·at least a dozen new acquaintances as 
women eeated around me noticed the book and 
asked to browse through it. 

The book rates the same reaction at home. 
For some time it lay among some other titles I 
had scattered about on my coffee table. Most 
every visitor choee to suspend convenation long 
enough tor a purusal of the Photo Album. 

Of coune photo albums are a part of the 
landscape of our popular culture. They hold a 
record of our lives, usually focusing on our 
growing up years, fun times, vacations and 
family. Photo albums chronicle the way we 

· preeent oareelves befmre the- camera, aud thoagb 
they do not actually hold our memories, they 
hold the documents which evoke our memories 
and offer a visual indicator of who we are or 
might have been to thoee who would know us 
through our photos. 

A Lesbian Photo Album also holds 
fucination because for the moet part lesbian 
women are invisible. We know our own lives 
and thoee of the lesbian women who create 
our own particular communities; however, 
for the most part we have little scmse of 
connection to a lesbian put. As Lois Rita 
Helmbold states in the book's "Historical 
Introduction,• ". . . our lesbian lmtory illl't 

handed down to us and we have no easy access 
to it. We reconstruct lesbian history, myth, 
and ritual among o1ll'9e}ves rather than 
receiving it · from our elders." Cade's photo 
album attempts to begin bridging the gap in 
our history by preeenting the lives of seven_; 
lesbian women of a generation, women born in 
the Depression and World War II years. 

The women included in the book are all ci. 
roughly the same age, 36 - 46, and . their lives 
have been affected by the same set of larger 
historical forces. Helmbold provides a context 
for viewing the book. She discusies the 
coutrudlon of IMblan blltory u well u the 
specific circumstances at hand in11uencing this 
generation of women. She outlines the social, 
economic, and political contours of changes in 
American society in this century, including 
immigration and migration, work, family and 
relationships, and politics in her diecussion. 
Hebnbold's ·1!1118Y ia a fine complement 'io the-

. photo presentation as it allows readers not of· the 
generation chronicled to have a seme of the 
social factors and in11uences at work in shaping 
the women's lives. For readers interested in 
learning. more about U.S. lesbian history, a 
selected reading list follows Helmbold's eseay. 

c Cathy Cade's focus is upon the "lesbian 
lives of ordinary women." Though the photo. are 
of ordinary women living ordinary lives in one 
sense, in another seue the women are 
extraordinary. The NVen women are all willing 
to be publically identified u lesbian. In giving 
up their invisible lesbian status so totally, they 
can no longer be "ordinary. 11 
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Who are the women included in the Photo 
Ablum, and how are they presented? A chapter 
is devoted to each woman, and each can be 
viewed u a coming out story of eorte. Two 
kinds of photo. are included of each women: half 
are supplied by the women featured in the book 
and present what they wish for us to aee of 
their lives from childhood· to about 1980, and the 
remaining photos are thoee made with Cade in 
1980 to 1982. 

The pictures from early life offer a aeue of 
the women's individual life stories, and they 
graphically point out some of similarities and 
differences in the women's early life experiencee. 
They are fun to look at and often elicit viewer 
comments such u, "I had a cowgirl outfit 'just 
like that!,• or •wow! I'd almost forgot about 
when I had hair like that!, or "This really 
reminds me of my first summer romance," and 
even "Thie is sure different from my experience." 
Thoee browsing through the Album most often 
comment on childhood photo. with delight, and 
many of the adoleecent photo. evoke memories 
of a ·senae of pain of trying to fit into a 
heteroeexual world that i,eems almost comical 
now. Images of women at significant family . 
events, their weddings, with their children, and 
with their partners all preeent poignant moments 
fraught with deep meanings, both familiar and 
foreign .. 

The photo. taken by Cade specif'JCally for 
the · book must be viewed differently. They are 
not of the same stuff that family albums are 
constructed of, not keepakes for the future. 
CMle's photos of the women are images for 
public consumption. They are images the 
women planned and posed with Cade for specific 
presentation of self. They are moet often 
"meaningful" in the sense that they tend to offer 
some political tone: a fat lesbian woman taking 
up space in the world, a lesbian woman 
recovering from agoraphobia marching in the 
Gay Freedom Day Parade, lesbian women 
co-parenting, lesbians of color in same or mixed 
race relationships, lesbian women working at 
their desks (in and out of the home), and 
lesbian women counseling other women. There 
are, however, even some . pictures of lesbian 
women just having fun, photos which i,eem to 
have no overt meaning beyond, •1 really like 
these women, and we are having a great time." 
Several viewers found annoying the almost· cliche 
claims to lesbian freedom portrayed over and 
over by the baring of breasts, but viewed in the 
context of a celebration of the lesbian body, 
particularly by women put the age traditionally 
thought attractive by heteroeexual society, there 

II a clarliy ot vJIJon. II Is good IO tee women 
feeling at ease and sensual within their bodies. 

In addition to the photographic images c£ 
each woman, Cade preeents accompanying text. 
Each woman is presented in her own chapter, 
and each begins with a short •written portrait" 
of the wonian presented which provides 
information about the woman and her unique 
background. At the end of each chapter is the 

· woman's own story, edited, / fint-penon 
narratives compiled from taped six 'or more hour 
interviews. In Cade's own words; 11 As I began 
the project, I dillcovered that long conversations 
were neceesary to get to know a woman in order 
to aelect from her photos of her put and to 
make plans for the new pictures. Soon I became 
so fond of her way of telling her story, her 
voice, that I wanted to UM it in· the book. 
Moreover, ihe IDiervlews provided much 
information that wu not available in pictures." 
That wu particularly necessary in order to 
include whatever stories of race, clue, religious, 
fat, and disability issues were in the women's 
lives. Indeed, Cathy Cade is to be commended 
for her sensitivity to the need for a balance and 
a range of lesbian experience u .well u the 
sense of intimacy which is present in both the 
book's text and photos. 

A Lesbian Photo Album, however, is more 
than simply a collection of essays and photos of 
lesbian women sharing their put and revealing 
themselves to us in a stylised manner. As a 
whole, the book is an exploration of similarities 
and differences. It is also something more, 
something intangible. What it represents to 
lesbian women is much more, and that is where 
the curious fascination with the book arises. 
That fucination is with lesbian history and 
culture. What did lesbian women look like 20 
or 30 years ago? What did they wear? What 
do older lesbian women look like today? What 
are their lives like? What kind of relationships 
do they have? Do lesbian women look like 
.dykes u children? What did teen lesbians look 
like in the 50e and 608? What is a lesbian 
woman's life like if she marries, hu children, 
and comes out later in life? Can lesbian women 
really be identified by other lesbian women? Do 
lesbian women really embody butch and femme 
roles? Who are the members of a lesbian 
family? · What wu it like to be lesbian prior to 
the Women's Movement? 

The answers to many of these questions 
are informed by lesbian social knowledge, but 
because of the invisibility of leebian communities 
and culture, many of us are eager to measure 



-our OWD experiences. against taoee of lJther-
lesbian women. Oftentimes we know our own 
lives do not match the·. stereotypes· regarding 
lesbian . women; however, we know next to 
nothing about women beyond our own group. 
And we are especially curious about the lives . of 
older lesbians. >.. Lois Helm bold notes, ". . . . 
our lesbian history isn't handed down to us and 
we have· no easy acceea to it.• Many of us do 

-nm now. 1ll1DIY . OlGl!J' h!lblan WOlllell; Tllete1n 
lies the power of the Photo Album. It offers a 
bit · of eocial history and images of everyday 
women leading lesbian lives. It offers evidence 
of older lesbian women living full lives, and it 
offers reassurance. The women in the Photo 
Album give notice that life doesn't stop after age 
40. You can keep · on being lesbian and liking 
it. 

Vision and · Difference: Femininity, Feminism, 
and the Histories of · Art. · 
By Griselda Pollock 
(New York: Routledge, Chapman & Hall, 1988) 

Reviewed by Patricia Briggs, Department of History of Art and the Center /or. 
Women's. Studies, The Ohio State Universit11, Colamlnu, Ohio· 

British ·. art historian Griselda Pollock has 
been . called the . "figure who . moet 
comprehensively and consistently illustrates -the 
moet radical position in feminist ari history," (1) 
and with good reason. Pollock has developed a 
feminist . approach to ari history . informed by 
Marxist criticism, "discoune analysis,• 
structuralism, and P9Ychoanalytical theory. In 
the first two chapters of Vision and Difference 
Pollock outlines her methodological approach. 
She reiterates and expands on the iseues she and 
Rozaika Parder first articulated in Old 
Mistresees: Women, Ari and Ideology (New 
York: Pantheon, 1981), an earlier landmark in 
materialist-feminist ari theory. · 

The issues problematized . in Old Mistreaes 
and expanded on by Pollock here include not 
only an examination of the systematic omission 
of women artists from the history of art, but 
also an attempt to explain the ideological 
function of this omission. Pollock explains that 
feminist ari historians must undertake the tuk 
of examining the authoritative discounee which 
constitute and perpetuate the muculinist and 
clusist discipline of ari history. (Pollock also 
mentions racism, though she devotee little time 
to if.) She sees the need for a feminist theory 
and methodology which can ecrutinize not only 
the ari object, but also the discipline of ari 
history. , Thus, Pollock questions both the 
primacy of the ari object and the connoisseur's 
obeession with quality. She would replace these 
with the study of cultural production and 
consumption 9f ari. >.. Pollock sees it, the 

discipline of art history is not an autonomous · 
institution for the production of discrete 
knowledge about ari, but rather it is part of. a 
broader BOCio-political discoune, in which 
hegemonic cultural ideologies are manifested and 
perpetuated. · >.. a feminist and u a Marxist, 
Pollock believes that feminist echolars mut 
interrupt (or, •intervene" in) the dominant 
BOCio-political diecoune within ·which· . the 
discipline is located. In this way Pollock's 
approach. is . always tied to the . feminist 
movement. Her writing is alive with the energy 
of a true feminist,. activist who believes that 
feminism-as-a-theory should be •qualified at 
all times by the political responsibility or 
working for the liberation of women. 11 

She calls, then, for •feminist interventions" 
in the history of ari. Although she borrows her 
analysis of ideology from Marxist theory, she 
does not do so without noting many of the 
•pitfalls• of Marxist criticism. In fact, Pollock's 
summary and critique of Marxist criticism will 
be useful to thoee looking for a discW1Sion of its 
rather nebulous impact on the diecipline of ari 
history. Like many other British scholars (John 
Berger comes to mind), and unlike American 
scholars generally, Pollock's approach can be 
described u thoroughly •materialist. 11 

The Impact ot the French historian Michel 
Foucault can also be readily identified in 
Pollock's approach to cultural production. 
Although widely influential outside of the field oF 
ari history, u far as I can see, Foucault's 
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analysis of the construction and diaeemination of 
know led~, or "discourse analysis, 11 has not 1-et 
had much of an impact on American feminist 
art historians (or on American ari historians 
~nerally). _ ,Again, Pollock does a goc:,d job in 
VJSion · and Difference of introducing and applying 
"diecoune an::;m" in the examination of 
institutions an visual . ' culture. Reprding 
"discoune analysis," see particularly the chapter 
written by Polfock in colfaboration with Deborah 
Cherq entitled "Woman u Sign in 
Pre-:__~haelite Literature: The Repreeentation 
of Elizabeth Siddall," which I will briefly 
summarize here. 

" 

Elizabeth Siddall modeled for, and later 
became the wife of the moet famous 
Pre-Raphaelite ~ter, D. G. Rometti. Taking 
their cues from both Foucault and the film critic 
Elizabeth Cowie\ Pollock and Cherry document 
the representation of Elizabeth Siddall in 
Pre-Raphaelite literature --both contemporaey 
and preeent. They examine the manner in 
which the historic individual Elizabeth Siddall 
(1829-62} is •re_preeented" in these texts 
documenting . how tlieee repreeentations function;{ 
u signs which participated in the com~lex of 
BOCial and gender relations of the 1860s. Pollock 
and Ch~ show that the rerresentations of 
Siddall in these· texts should no be understood 
u · fact or biographical material, but rather u 
signs which function on many different levels u · 
part of bo~is ideo:logies of both 'heteroeexual 
romantic love" and "muculine creativi~." In 
the concluding ~ of. their eaay Pollock and 
Cherry characteristically turn their attention to 
the preeent. BY: examining_ the way that 
contemP.Orary Pre-;i_taphulite literatue continues 
io pan~lpate 1n dlecounes whlch •runcilon io 
eecure · the ~e of l!Jex:Ual difference", the 
authors remind us of the role that this •regime" 
still flar. u part of the authoritive construct 
-..: High · Culture." This construct ~tions 
the reader/viewer to 1consume that sexual order 
u the . natural condJtion of art, truth and 
beauty." 

Structuralism and eemiotics have also 
contributed to Pollock's sophisticated 

understanding of the practices of "repreeentation" 
and. p~-· of •signification. 11 ' Anyone 
interested in· see~· the application of these 
~proaches, commo emp~yed in literary and 
film criticism, may d Pollock's references to 
them a ueeful introduction; eee particularly her 
chapters 'Modernity and the S~ r£ 
Femininity," (she focuaes here on Morisot and 
CU1&tt)1 and "Screening the Seventies: 
Sexuality and Representation in Feminist 
Practice --a Brechtian Perspective" (devoted 
to feminist art). 

I 
I hesitate, however, to recommend Vision 

and Difference to tlioee looking foraii 
introduction lo theoretical issues. I Pollock's rmt 
two chapters which are devoted i to theory are 
rather denee and com_plicated at points. 
Nonetheless, it is because Pollock recognizes that 
few within the discipline of· art history are well 
acquainted with her methodo~ strategies 
that she provides what l found to be a very 
uaeful summary: of the theoretical underpinnings 
of her approach. The remaining five chapten, 
(one is a photo-:-eesay), which deal more directly 
with visual ' culture iteelf, are q~te 
straiptforward and v~ engaging. Aleo, 
Pollock's footnotes and l>ibli~phy ~vide a 
useful and current bibliographf on feminist art 
history., feminist history, discourse an~sis, 
eemiotics, film criticism, modernism, French 
feminism, and Marxist cnticism. At every step 
of her analysis, Pollock rearticulatee the various 
implications of her critique of cultural production 
and consumption in order to identi!): its 
relevance for women today, and to identify its 
relation to the politics of the women's 
movement. 
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